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What we don’t see when seeing
  Hook

  Introduction
●Visual perception is suppressed during saccades1,2,3 

○ Right now, as your eyes dart across the screen you don’t see a blur while your eyes are moving.
● Long-standing models of suppression involve suppressive efference copy processing4,5

● Recent findings suggest that suppression starts at the retina, depending mostly on visual input3

● In particular, simulated saccades (i.e. shifts) showed stronger suppression than real saccades3

● But: real and simulated saccade comparisons may not account for attentional task differences
○ In particular, real saccades were self-induced where shifts were spontaneous (see next slide)

  Hypotheses
H1: Suppression around the onset of saccades and shifts
H2: Stronger suppression for spontaneous shifts than real saccades
H3: Stronger suppression for spontaneous shifts than self-induced shifts

  Don’t try this at home!

- Hold your fingertips apart as shown above and shift your 
   gaze from one fingertip to another. Notice how you see 
   one fingertip and then, almost instantaneously, the next?

- Despite a ~50ms gap every time we move our eyes, our 
   visual perception still feels continuous.

- I personally wonder: could this mechanism tell us 
   something about our coherent conscious experience?



  Experimental design

How do we ‘measure’ suppression?
By randomly showing one of four shapes around 
the onset of saccades / shifts, we can ‘measure’ 
suppression as a fall in discrimination accuracy.

Real Saccades (1)                                                      Simulated Saccades - Active (2) and Passive (3)

Paradigm
● Suppression ←→ 4-way-forced-choice shape discrimination task
● Attentional influences ←→ between condition comparisons
● We consider both within-subject and between-subject data

By introducing a new condition (2), where the
digital shift is self-induced via a key-press,
we investigate attentional contributions
to saccadic suppression.

Measures
● Eye position measured at 1000Hz → Kinematic data
● Stimuli timings → Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA)
● Task Response → Shape discrimination accuracy

Data Collection
● Two separate 1.5 hour sessions; 352-440 trials per condition per subject
● Randomised block design between participants (N=19)

  Analysis pipeline
Filtering data
Reaction time and kinematic control 

Preliminary Analysis
Kinematic quality control

Descriptive Statistics
See results

Inferential Statistics
See results

● Distribution of binned trials
○ Average number of trials per condition/bin

● Task performance across SOA
○ Global and subject-level

● Distribution across reaction times
● Kinematics across SOA

○ Retinal distance during probe presentation
○ Kinematic range during probe presentation

● Random permutation testing
○ A conservative non-parametric approach
○ Test statistic: absolute difference of means
○ 1000 random permutations per bin

● Family-Wise Error Rate correction:
○ Bin level: using maximum mean differences
○ Multiple comparisons: Bonferroni correction
○ Significance level: α = 0.017

Probe shapes
Drawn ‘inside’ a circle with radius 2 deg visual angle



  Results

1. Suppression around saccade/shift onset

Significance

***:    1 vs 2,  p<0.001
✝✝✝:  1 vs 3,  p<0.001

***
✝✝✝

***
✝✝✝

✝✝✝

***
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3. Individual differences in suppression

  Conclusion

Our results support H1, contradict H2, and fail to support H3
● Suppressed shape discrimination accuracy around saccade/shift onset
● Stronger suppression for real saccades than simulated saccades  ↯
● No significant difference between self-induced and spontaneous shifts

  Discussion

● Both retinal and efference copy processing suppression models may explain our results
● Saccade/shift suppression differences perhaps due to saccadic smearing?6,7

● Individual differences in shift suppression may be related to contrast sensitivity8

● Our unexpected results seem to showcase the need for future studies in this area
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Data availability
Code and data is available for the purpose of 
reproduction and replication of the experiment

● Experimental paradigm code (MATLAB)
● Analysis code (MATLAB & R)
● Data collected during summer 2022

Scan the QR code to access!
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2. Random permutation test (1 vs 2)
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Figure 1: we see that when shapes are presented 50 ms before the saccade/shift onset 
(at Binned SOA -50), participants correctly identify shapes at least 80% of the time. 
During saccades (at Binned SOA 17, 33) we see a sharp drop in discrimination 
accuracy, representing suppression. Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 2: here we plot the maximal absolute difference of means across bins for 
each random permutation for the comparison of condition 1 and 2. The dashed line 
represents our significance threshold. We plot vertical lines for the observed 
test-statistic for each bin, coloured red if non-significant and green if significant. 

Figure 3: here we notice that subject MF experiences strong suppression 
for shifts (conditions 2 and 3) whereas subject NB experiences none. 
Shifts seem more sensitive to individual differences than saccades.
Error-bars represent 95% confidence intervals.


